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SUBJECT CENTRE MANAGEMENT GROUP/PARTNERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT GROUP

MINUTES OF THE MEETING ON WEDNESDAY 24 SEPTEMBER 2003 

Present
Prof Michael Kelly (Chair and Director of the Subject Centre), Liz Ashurst (Subject Centre Manager), Dr Anne Davidson Lund (Assistant Director, CILT), Alison Dickens (Senior Academic Coordinator – Learning and Teaching) Dawn Ebbrell (Higher Education Information Officer), Vicky Wright (Senior Academic Coordinator – Strategy)

Minutes of the last meeting and matters arising
Institutional visits
It was agreed that further discussions were needed with Nick Byrne, Chair of AULC, so that the Subject Centre and AULC could work together on a possible self-audit scheme.  It may be possible to work with the Literature and Culture Special Interest Group to carry out a similar scheme for Modern Languages departments.  

National Languages Strategy
MHK reported that he had had contact with Geoff Brown and Andy Walls from the DfES.  

Recommendations of the ‘New Landscape’ report
It was noted that the SC was taking forward the key recommendations through its employability project funded by HEFCE.  

Dictated
DE reported that she had contacted Dictated with a view to adapting some of the questions in their survey for our purposes.  They were not happy with this suggestion so this was not pursued.  

Subject Centre organisation and terms of reference
MHK noted that the Management Group had never operated in the way that it was originally conceived.  It had become a group for exchanging ideas rather than a meeting of the Directors of the three locations.  The frequency of the meetings meant that it was not practical for it to carry out a ‘hands-on’ management role.  Liaison between the Southampton team and CILT occurred through regular communications mainly between EJA and DE.  It was agreed therefore that Management Group was not the most appropriate term for the group.  It was decided that it should be renamed the Subject Centre Partnership and Development Group.  A representative from CILT Cymru and SCILT should be invited to attend the meetings of the group.  EJA would discuss this with Dick Johnstone and Keith Marshall.  
Action EJA
The University of Sheffield might be invited to join the group in future if a more permanent partnership developed from the current e-learning project.  

Amendments to the Terms of Reference were suggested.  The revised terms of reference as agreed form Appendix 1 of these minutes.  

Day to day issues and decisions will often need to be made by a meeting of the Southampton members of this Group.  Such meetings are often convened at short notice to address local issues such as staffing.  However, it was agreed that two formal meetings per year would be arranged which DE would attend.  


The Higher Education Academy update
MHK reported that he and other Subject Centre Directors had met Leslie Wagner, former VC of Leeds Metropolitan University and acting Chair of the new Higher Education Academy.  The Academy would be established as a company in October 2003 and the LTSN and Subject Centres would be incorporated into this.  The ILT membership would shortly be voting on whether they would join the Academy.  The National Coordination Team (NCT) and Higher Education Staff Development Agency (HESDA) would also be incorporated though some areas of HESDA’s work would be brought under the auspices of the new Leadership Academy.  The LTSN would comprise approximately 80% of the Academy.  
Subject Centres would be given an indication of future budgets in January 2004.  It is hoped that there would be enhancement to the existing budget to cover additional activity and overheads.  

In a year’s time it is expected that there will be a review of Subject Centres to examine whether the current configuration constitutes the most appropriate grouping of disciplines.  There may therefore be some merging of Subject Centres and it is possible that there would be differentiation in budgets between the centres.  ADL suggested that the new Academy should be made aware that our Subject Centre would be involved in the additional activity of assisting with the implementation of the National Languages Strategy.

HEFCE was continuing to refine proposals for the development of Centres of Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETLs) which would probably also be brought under the aegis of the Academy.  Departments hosting Subject Centres might also bid for CETL status.  The original concept for the CETLs was that they would provide a means of rewarding excellence but there has been some shift in emphasis towards quality enhancement.  CETLs would provide a showcase of good practice in either a subject area or a pedagogical theme (eg e-learning).  The relationship between the CETLs and Subject Centres had yet to be clearly defined.  The call for bids would be issued in January 2004.  

MHK also reported that he and EJA had been asked by the LTSN Executive to lead the development of an International Strategy for the Academy.  It was hoped that the Academy would have some budget specifically for international activity.  MHK noted that there was increased interest in UK HE in the Bologna process.

National Centre for Languages update
ADL reported on the progress to date of the establishment of the National Centre.  It had been announced as part of the National Languages Strategy and coincided with the demise of the National Training Organisations.  The DfES was happy for the Languages NTO and CILT to merge.  They have yet to merge legally but a formal announcement of the merger should be made on 21 October 2003.  
During Lid King’s secondment to the DfES, Peter Boaks would be the Acting Director of CILT.  Three Assistant Directors had been appointed:  Anne Davidson Lund who has responsibility for Business and Lifelong Learning Strategy.  Her portfolio would also include FE, Adult Education and business.  Bernadette Holmes will have the HE research agenda as part of her portfolio. Teresa Tinsley will continue to be Head of Communications and have responsibility for some of the operational issues.  In addition to these appointments, Ann Swarbrick has responsibility for the Professional Advice Section which includes INSET and working with Language Colleges.  Linda Cadier is working in the Business Skills and Services section.  

HE Implications of the National Languages Strategy
MHK noted that this had been discussed at the meeting of the UCML Executive the previous day.  It was hoped that there would be a meeting between the DfES and the key players in HE.  John Selby at HEFCE had been asked to get people from HEFCE to join the meeting but this was proving to be quite difficult.  Implementation of the National Languages Strategy for HE would be an opportunity to synergise a strategy for Languages with the Bologna process.

Certain areas of languages provision were discussed.

National Languages standards and the Languages ladder
MHK noted that it would be important for HE to be involved in the Languages Ladder.  ADL reported that CILT were bidding to re work the National Languages Standards so that they mapped against the Common European Framework.  It was hoped that in future employers would recognise and use the Common European Framework.  ADL noted that Gill Musk at CILT (?) is doing work on standards, qualifications and the portfolio.  

Vocational agenda
ADL stated that she was interested in mapping provision in the area of vocational qualifications: This would include Foundation degrees and Graduate apprenticeships.  She reported that the Postgraduate Diploma in Translating and Interpreting at the University of Salford was very successful and gave the students some experience of working in industry.  The Subject Centre were planning to hold a second meeting on Foundation Degrees if there were sufficient interest in this.  ADL and Kate Green from the QAA could be involved in this.

Regional agenda
Money was available for HE through the Regional Development Agencies.  The Higher Education Innovation Fund (HEIF) would be channelled through the RDAs.  ADL hoped to convene a meeting of interested parties in HE to discuss how best to exploit links with RDAs and RLNs.  She would keep the Subject Centre team informed.  
Action ADL
At present, all RDAs have a part post for somebody to promote languages and a proposal has been put forward to the DfES that funding for these posts should continue.  

It is hoped that the DfES will provide funding to boost the work of Comenius Centres.  The aim is to have development programmes for both Comenius Centres and the Regional Languages Network.  

Role of the Subject Centre
MHK noted that the main role for the Subject Centre would be in the area of dissemination.  It would also be important to commission articles for the Good Practice Guide in the area of Graduate Apprenticeships, for example.  

Residence abroad
AD reported that the Subject Centre were planning to convene a focus group to discuss residence abroad.  It would be helpful if ADL could join the group.  It would also be good to have a representative from the British Council as well as Lisa Morris who works at Park Lane College in Leeds and has good knowledge of the Health and Safety implications of sending students on work placements.  

Development of the HE resources collection
DE reported that the library received an average of 35 visitors per month from HE but many of these were likely to be on Initial Teacher Education programmes.  Group visits mainly comprise PGCE students.  Although DE promotes the HE collection in newsletter and through mailings, this has not generated huge interest from HE in the resources collection.  

AD suggested that it would be useful to engage with publishers and obtain information about copyright etc.  It might be useful to convene meetings between publishers and HE staff so that teaching staff can tell publishers what materials they need.  It would also be useful to survey HE staff to find out what their needs are in the area of published resources.  

DE noted that Becky Jennings would be giving her access to the Subject Centre website so that she could update the software database directly.  At the moment she will be entering information both into the Subject Centre database and the CILT database.  It would be helpful to consider if there was a way of avoiding this double entry.  

Evaluation
There was some discussion as to how best we might use the services of an evaluator for this academic year.  AD stated that she wanted an evaluator to tease out what people feel they get out of their contacts with us – both expected and unexpected outcomes.  Ideally, a report from the evaluator would be supplemented with quantative data from our contacts database and workshop feedback forms.  VW suggested that we could engage a group of informants who would report regularly on the impact of the Subject Centre activity on their work.  MHK suggested that possible areas would be Subject Centre events and project funding.  It was agreed that EJA would approach Alison Piper who evaluates the Collaboration Programme to see if she would be interested in acting as an evaluator.  
Action EJA

Looking ahead – plans for the next few months
The documentation provided for the meeting gave an overview of forthcoming activity.  DE presented the results of a survey carried out to assess the interest in a C&IT workshop on PowerPoint.  It was agreed that this workshop would go ahead.  In publicity for the event, it would be emphasised that the Subject Centre was offering a substantial subsidy to participants.  

DE also reported that CILT had employed a graduate in Maths and French, Sarah Joy, to assist with gathering and presenting statistical information.  CILT were working at developing a strategy for gathering such information.  

Any other business
No items were taken under AOB

Date of the next meeting
EJA would confirm the date of the next meeting.  It would take place before the summer meeting of the Advisory Board but not on the same day.  

Appendix 1

Subject Centre Partnership and Development Group (formerly Subject Centre Management Group).  

Membership and Terms of Reference

Membership
Mike Kelly, Director of the Subject Centre (Chair)
Anne Davidson Lund, Assistant Director of CILT
Liz Ashurst, Centre Manager
Alison Dickens, Senior Academic Coordinator (Teaching and Learning)
	Vicky Wright, Senior Academic Coordinator (Strategy)
Dawn Ebbrell, Higher Education Information Officer
A representative of Scottish CILT
A representative of CILT Cymru

Representatives of other bodies may be invited to meetings as appropriate.
The Centre Manager may invite another member of the Subject Centre team to attend meetings and act as minutes secretary.

Terms of reference
To promote cooperation within the Subject Centre partnership
	To discuss broad areas of strategy and development for the Subject Centre partnership
	To exchange information on UK and international developments 

The group will meet twice a year.



